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Fitness Plans

          The Couch Potato

 Power Plate Booty CamP with liPo Contour 

What is it? A regime specifically aimed at reducing fat, toning muscles and 

minimising cellulite, aided by a vibrating platform and cellulite-reducing 

shorts. One for the ladies, the sessions focus on the stomach, legs and bum.

Benefits? The Power Plate forces your muscles to work harder by increasing 

the number of contractions they make during exercise, resulting in a more 

effective workout. The Lipo Contour shorts are scientifically proven to reduce 

cellulite by removing toxins and fluids through massage, heat and pressure.

How often? For best results, do two or three 25-minute sessions per week.

➔ 12 classes: £200, Lipo Contour from £79.95 | selfridges.com, harrods.com

           The Stress Head

 Fit For Summer DynamiC yoga 

What is it? Classes are based on vinyasa  – 

 a fast-paced form of power yoga designed to  

tone and strengthen muscles and increase the heart rate. 

Benefits? While the breathing associated with yoga will 

relax you, the vigorous classes help you tone-up, lose weight, 

build stamina and improve posture. The stretches are 

designed to streamline your silhouette by making sure your 

muscles lengthen rather than bulk up.

How often? One hour-long class per week.

➔ Six-week course from £75 | Courses start between 26 

April and 17 May | evolvewellnesscentre.com

          The Perfectionist

the Bio Signature Plan 

What is it? A tailored programme based on your 

body fat readings. Expect high-intensity routines like 

weight training, kickboxing, circuits and core strength 

– teamed with a personal nutrition plan – to help you 

hone the exact figure you want. 

Benefits? By looking at where you store the most 

fat in relation to hormone imbalance, personal 

trainer Dave Fletcher and his team assess the most 

effective way of exercising and eating to target 

weight loss to specific areas.

How often? An hour-long session a week for six weeks

➔ From £450 | Across London | theodysseyway.co.uk
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Six-week

Get svelte in time for summer with our pick of 
the best exercise regimes in the capital
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          The Time Pushed

mark anthony’S 6-week     

lonDon BoDyPlan 

What is it? A flexible plan made 

up of intense strength and 

cardio training, designed by 

celebrity trainer Mark Anthony. 

It is available via video podcast 

and works on iPhones and iPads, 

so you can do it whenever (and 

wherever) you want.

Benefits? The programme, 

alongside its healthy meal plan, 

not only tones but is designed 

to make you lose a lot of weight 

fast – up to 32lbs, or three dress 

sizes, in six weeks. 

How often? An hour-long 

session four times 

per week 

➔ £30 | Download 

via iTunes 

markanthonysuk.com

           The Free Spirit   ZumBa – latin Burn 

What is it? A mix of simple aerobics with flamenco and salsa moves, Zumba 

sessions combine intense cardio and resistance training. Classes – done to 

Latin and international music – are hailed as a fun way to sculpt your body.

Benefits? As well as learning new dance moves, you’ll be upping your heart 

rate, burning calories and toning up. Zumba works your whole body, so it’s 

especially good for overall weight loss, but it’s also great for chiselling those abs.

How often? Two hour-long classes per week.

➔ £140 for 12 classes | egoistbody.com


